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A detailed investigation of the structural and optoelectronic properties of thick GaInP epilayers 
on sulfur-doped InP substrates is reported. Significant variations of the optical absorption and 
photoluminescence transition energies from light- and heavy-hole states are observed as a 
function of the epilayer composition as well as of the degree of relaxation of the misfit strain. 
High-resolution x-ray measurements were used to determine the Ga concentrations and the 
strains and indicate significant anisotropic relaxation in several films. Even small relaxations 
result in a significant increase in the optical linewidths and a rapid drop in the transition 
intensities. A model with no free parameters based on the strain Hamiltonian of Pikus and Bir 
provides excellent agreement with the transition energies and serves to identify unambiguously 
the transitions observed in the optical spectra. Within this model, isotropic in-plane relaxation 
produces a shift of both light- and heavy-hole energies whereas anisotropic in-plane relaxation 
contributes only negligibly. 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

The epitaxial growth of a III-V semiconductor with a 
bulk lattice parameter different from that of the substrate 
induces a misfit strain into the epilayer that can be elasti- 
cally accommodated by a tetragonal distortion, provided 
the product of the lattice mismatch and the epilayer thick- 
ness is not too large. As the mismatch or epilayer thickness 
increases, the epilayer will relax toward its bulk structure 
via the generation of misfit dislocations. For the case of 
(001 )-oriented substrates, the dislocations are directed 
along [l lo] or [liO] and a difference in the densities of 
dislocations in these two directions results in a further re- 
duction of the symmetry to orthorhombic.’ 

Isotropic strain produces a shift in the energies of the 
conduction and valence bands; anisotropic strain lowers 
the crystal symmetry and hence splits the otherwise degen- 
erate heavy-hole Vi and light-hole V, valence bands at the 
I point. Several authors have reported2-5 the effects of 
misfit strain on the optical properties of GaJn, -,P/GaAs 
epilayers which can be grown in tension (a,,i <a,), lattice 
matched (aepi =a,), or in compression (a+ > a,) with an 
appropriate choice of the Ga concentration. In the case of 
tensile strain, the energy band gap is defined by the V2-CB 
(conduction band) transition, and in the case of compres- 
sion by the V&B transition. Asai and Oe3 reported good 
agreement between experimental and theoretical results for 
epilayers under tension; Kuo et al4 studied the band-gap 
shifts for the compressively strained system. In neither 
study was the effect of strain relaxation on the band-gap 
shift included. 

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the influ- 
ence of strain on the optical absorption and photolumines- 
cence (PL) spectra of GaJni-,P epitaxial layers grown 

on heavily S-doped InP substrates. We first present an 
x-ray analysis of the mismatch strain and relaxation of the 
relatively thick Ga,Ini-,P epilayers and follow with the 
optical spectra. Transitions between the conduction band 
and the light- and heavy-hole valence bands are observed 
in absorption and in PL. We then show that the optical 
data-for both pseudomorphic and relaxed epilayers are in 
excellent agreement with the theoretically predicted values. 
We note that such a complete understanding of the optical 
behavior of relatively thick epitaxial layers is an important 
prerequisite for understanding the optical spectra from the 
carriers in confined states in strained layer superlattices 
and multiple quantum wells. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAiLS 

Optical absorption measurements of heterostructures 
grown on substrates whichrare not transparent in the spec- 
tral region of interest are very difficult without removing 
the substrate.6 However, such a procedure is destructive 
and can affect the integrity and the structural properties of 
the samples. In order to avoid such problems, GaInP/InP 
epilayers have been grown on heavily S-doped InP in 
which the S doping causes a large increase in the substrate 
band gap at low temperature with little change in its lattice 
parameter. Optical absorption measurements are thus pos- 
sible in the normally opaque region above the band gap of 
undoped and unstrained InP. 

The Ga,In, -Q/InP strained heterostructures were 
grown in a computer-controlled cold-wall horizontal 
MOCVD reactor.7 Growth was carried out at low pressure 
using Pd-purified hydrogen as the carrier gas and TMIn, 
TMGa, and PHs as precursors. The substrates, LEC-InP 
[S doped (n=: lOi cm-s) (001,) oriented] were degreased, 
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TABLE I. Structural parameters of the Ga,In,-$ epilayers obtained from x-ray measurements. The strains E and exY are defined in Eqs. (4). 

Samples 
InP buffer thickness 

6) 
Epilayer thickness 

(pm) Gh (2, (2, ( 10E3, 
% 

(lo-s) 

CE59.S 2OcO 1.77 1.6 34 18 -0.69 -0.15 
CE60S 2000 1.20 2.6 9.6 5.3 -1.4 -0.065 
CE61S 2Oilo 1.27 5.7 38 14 -2.5 -0.81 
CE62S 2000 1.27 9.0 16 53 -3.5 2.0 
CE63S 2om 2.0 11.6 57 73 -2.5 1.1 
CF86S 250 0.40 9.3 3.6 13 -5.1 0.52 
CF88S 250 0.40 7.8 1.5 1.5 -4.6 0.000 
CF89S 250 0.43 7.6 0.7 0.6 -4.5 -0.005 

rinsed, etched, and preannealed for 10 min at the growth 
temperature under PHs to remove any native oxide. A thin 
InP buffer layer was deposited to improve the interface 
quality and block sulfur diffusion but was maintained thin 
enough to avoid problems with the absorption measure- 
ments. GaInP epilayers were then grown with thicknesses 
in the range from 0.4 to 2 pm as measured using scanning 
electron micrography (SEM). The details of the growth 
and characterization techniques are described in Ref. 1 and 
the principal structural parameters of the samples used in 
this study are presented in Table I. 

X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out on a 
Philips high-resolution five-crystal diffractometer using 
Cu K,, radiation with the monochromator aligned in its 
Ge(220) setting and the beam width limited by a 1 mm2 
slit at the exit of the monochromator. PL was excited by 
the 514.5 nm line of an Ar+ ion laser; the PL signal was 
dispersed by a l-m double spectrometer and detected by a 
cooled GaAs photomultiplier tube using conventional pho- 
ton counting techniques. Optical absorption measurements 
were performed using a BOMEM DA3 Fourier transform 
spectrometer with a quartz-halogen source, quartz beam- 
splitter, and Si photoconductive detector. For both the PL 
and absorption measurements, the samples were mounted 
strain-free in a helium fiow cryostat and maintained at a 
temperature of 7 K. 

III. RESULTS 

A. X-ray diffraction 

Symmetric (004) rocking curves give the lattice pa- 
rameter (al ) perpendicular to the (001) surface of the 
sample; asymmetric ( 115) and (li5) rocking curves pro- 
vide the ( 110) and ( 110) plane spacings (d~iie) and 
d,,Ic)). De&ring a,, a2, and Z as the equivalent in-plane 
tetragonal lattice parameters according to (see Fig. 1) 

al= $d(iio, 3 a2= Jzd(iis, and Z= (al+a2)/2, 
(1) 

the lattice parameter of the completely relaxed epilayer of 
the same composition can be calculated from these data 
according to’ 

arel=al (e) +z( $-), 
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where Y is the Poisson ratio of the film. Comparison of are1 
with the experimentally determined lattice parameters of 
bulk Ga,Inl-xP alloys* gives the epilayer composition 
which is required to calculate the strains in the [OOl], 
[l lo], and [liO] directions. 

The relaxation R is expressed as 

R= all -asub 

arel-asub ’ 
(3) 

but when the relaxation exhibits an in-plane anisotropy 
with respect to the ( 110) directions two relaxation param- 
eters RI and R2 [with i?=(Rl+R2)/2 and AR=RI-R2] 
are defined using the a, and a2 lattice parameters from Eq. 
( 1) . Relaxation values for our samples are listed in Table I. 

The (004) experimental x-ray rocking curve of sample 
CF895’ is shown in Fig. 2 from which we calculate 
ur =5.8125 A. The asymmetric (115) and (115) curves 
give a,=58694 A and a,=5.8696 A so that we find 
a,==5.8426 A. The sample is thus almost perfectly 
pseudomorphic (a, =a2 within experimental resolution, R 
is isotropic and < 1%) with a Ga concentration of 7.6%. 
The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the epilayer 
peaks of approximately 60 arcsec for this sample are fur- 
ther indications of its good crystalline quality. It is to be 

a, 

I 

a sub 

I 

FIG. 1. Schematic of the deformation of anisotropically relaxed layers. 
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FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction curve for sample CF895’. 

noted that other samples with anisotropic relaxations show 
larger x-ray peak FWHMs owing to the increasing mosaic- 
ity of the relaxed layers.’ 

B. Optical absorption and photoluminescence 

The absorption edge in heavily S-doped ( - 10” cme3) 
InP at low temperature is displaced by almost 125 meV to 
higher energy with respect to the undoped material; this 
displacement collapses to zero at room temperature. Such 
behavior has been previously observed in n-type InP sam- 
ples for dopings exceeding the degenerate concentration of 
10” cmv3 and has been explained by taking into consid- 
eration the concentration-dependent effective masses, 
electron-electron and electron-impurity interactions.’ 
However, the lattice parameter of the sulfur-doped mate- 
rial remains very close to that of undoped InP” so that 
subsequent InP buffer layers grow epitaxially with negligi- 
ble strain. 

In Fig. 3 the optical absorption spectra for all our 
samples are presented. These spectra are dominated by an 
intense peak, labeled A,, which is followed by an absorp- 
tion step. Depending on the sample, a less intense peak Al 
and absorption step or simply an absorption edge are ob- 
served at energies lower than that for A,. The peaks Al and 
A, are due to the formation of excitons involving the light- 
or heavy-hole bands of the ternary compound. Samples 
grown with the 2000-A-thick InP buffer layer have an ad- 
ditional absorption peak or edge at - 1.418 eV which is 
identified as arising from excitons in this buffer layer. Fig- 
ure 4 shows the low-temperature PL spectra of samples 
CE59S and CF89S. For the first, three peaks marked P,, 
P2, and P3 are visible: peak PI originates from the InP 
buffer layer and the two others from the GaInP epilayer. 
For the second, a broad and shifted (due to S diffusiong) 
InP peak P, and a narrow peak from the epilayer Pz 
(FWHM of - 1 meV) are observed, as is the case for all 
other samples. 

The effect of structural relaxation on the optical spec- 
tra can be demonstrated by combining the x-ray and opti- 
cal data. The InP buffer absorption peak broadens with the 
relaxation and disappears completely for samples CE62S 

CE60S 

r-1 11 11 I 1 3 - I r I 
1.40 1.44 1.48 

Photon energy (eV) 

1.52 

FIG. 3,. Optical absorption spectra of the present samples displayed with 
a zero shift for clarity. Data for samples CF86S, CF88S, and CF89S have 
been multiplied by a factor of 2 for presentation purposes. 

and CE63S where the relaxation is the largest. This behav- 
ior can be attributed to two factors. First, when the epil- 
ayer begins to relax, misfit dislocations are created at the 
InP/GaInP interface so that this region is certainly the 
most damaged. Secondly, the overall sulfur diffusion from 
the substrate is enhanced, probably by dislocations acting 
as diffusion pipes, which degrades the optical quality of the 
buffer layer.‘t One also notices that the intensities of the 
absorption peaks from the epilayers decrease with increas- 
ing layer relaxation; for large values of the relaxation, the 
low-energy excitonic peak disappears completely. This ef- 
fect is quantified in Fig. 5 for peaks A, of the absorption 
spectra [Fig. 5(a)] and Pz from the PL [Fig. 5 (b)] where 
the peak linewidths are plotted as a function of the average 

1.412 1.420 1.428 

Photon Energy (eV) 

1.436 

FIG. 4. Low-temperature PL of samples CE59S and CF89S. 
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the linewidth of (a) the A, absorption peak and 
(b) the P2 PL peak on the average strain relaxation. 

in-plane deformation of the epilayer. This deformation, de- 
fhed as RX ( asub -u,,)/Q, should be proportional to the 
number of dislocations generated at the interface. Clearly, 
relaxation leads to a rapid broadening for both the optical 
absorption and PL peaks. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF STRAIN EFFECTS ON OPTICAL 
PEAK ENERGIES 

A. Strains in anisotropically relaxed layers 

We have previously demonstrated’ that epitaxial 
GaInP layers on (001) InP substrates relax by the forma- 
tion of dislocations in the [ 1 lo] and [ITO] directions. As 
long as dislocations are uniformly generated in both direc- 
tions the ternary layer has tetragonal symmetry; a differ- 
ence in the production of dislocations in the two directions 
results in a lowering of the symmetry to orthorhombic. For 
the orthorhombic case the axes are parallel to the original 
[l lo] and [ liO] directions and the original cube edges are 
no longer perpendicular as indicated in Fig. 1 (a similar 
diagram has been presented in Ref. 12). Such anisotropy in 
the relaxation gives rise to a shear component E.+, of the 
strain. Using the a and R parameters the elements of the 
strain tensor are written as 

Exx=Eyy= --E= 
~--ad- (1-Q a,ur~%2J 

ard re 

--(l-&Em=, (44 

En=2 z.2 E, 
( 1 Cl1 

AR 
lz$==2$=- - al-a2 ,w~paX,p E 

h (1-X) ’ 

(4b) 

(4c) 

where Emax is the maximum E for a given Ga concentration, 
the cii are the elastic stiffness coefficients, and 1c, is the angle 
of rotation of the original cube edges due to the shear 

strain. As defined the shear strain represents the conven- 
tional form and not the tensorial one, since the conven- 
tional form is used in the Hamiltonian cited in the next 
section.13 The form for eu arises from the absence of a 
stress component normal to the film plane. Throughout 
this analysis the strain components are calculated from the 
experimental lattice parameters and are assumed to be tem- 
perature independent since the thermal expansion coeffi- 
cients of InP and Ga,Ini-,P (x<O.2) are very close.14 

B. Effect of strain on the optical transitions 

A general approach to the analysis-of the band energies 
involved in the optical properties of III-V semiconductors 
begins with the Kane Hamiltonian describing one conduc- 
tion and three valence bands around the I’ point in k space. 
At the I point in a material with the zincblende structure, 
the valence bands including spin-orbit terms consist of a 
fourfold degenerate Psi2 multiplet Is and a PI,, multiplet 
lY7. Within this approximation, the bands are isotropic; 
The application of a biaxial in-plane stress lowers the sym- 
metry from cubic to tetragonal. As a result, all the bands 
are shifted in energy while the P3,2 multiplet splits into two 
doublets V, : (heavy holes, hh: J= 3/2, mJ= f 3/2) and V2 
(light holes, lh: J= 3/2, m J= -I l/2) and V2 couples with 
V3 (the split-off band Pllz>. 15-” In addition, the heavy- 
and light-hole bands become anisotropic with the well- 
known reversal of the in-plane masses of the heavy and 
light holes.t6 Further anisotropy and band splittings result 
from anisotropic in-plane stresses. 16*17 

The effect of strain on a given band at k=O is derived 
from the orbital-strain Hamiltonian &13Z16~17 which has the 
form 

H,= --a(E,fEyyfE,) -3b[ (&; P)E,+c.p.] 

- ~~[(z~~+I,z,)E~~+c.P.l, (5) 

where ei/ are the components of the strain tensor, 1 is the 
angular momentum operator, and c.p. denotes cyclic per- 
mutations with respect to the indices x, y, and z. The pa- 
rameter a represents the hydrostatic deformation potential; 
the quantities b and d are shear deformation potentials 
appropriate to strains of tetragonal and rhombohedral 
symmetries, respectively. 

Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), the strain Hamiltonian 
H, becomes 

J;j +i,d(l~-l?)exy. 

I, =Ix~il,,. The first two terms in Eq. (6) depend only on 
the average relaxation i? whereas the last also involves the 
relaxation anisotropy AR. The a term produces a shift of 
the centers of gravity of all bands. Since only the difference 
between the conduction and valence band energies are 
measured in our experiments, only the relative hydrostatic 
coefficient between these bands is relevant; the a parameter 
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TABLE II. Parameter values at T=O K for the calculation of the strain- 
induced energy shifts: cz is the lattice parameter; q, are the elastic con- 
stants, and a, b, and dare the stress coefficients introduced in Eq. (5); A 
is the spin-orbit splitting parameter for unstrained InP. 

Cl1 Cl2 
II II b 

(& dygm’) dyzm’) (%) 
b 

(eV) 

InP 5.8696 1o.228 5.7@ -7.97 -1.55’ -4.2’ 0.108’ 

“7 

BRefcrence 3. 
ba=-[(~11+2~12)/3]~Es/~P, &!Zs/~P=l.l~lO-” eVcm’dyn-‘. 
fLandolt-Bornstein, Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in S’ci- 
ence and Technology (Springer, Berlin, 1982), Group III, Vol. 17. 

referred to hereafter is used in this sense. The b term is 
responsible for a first-order splitting of the light- and 
heavy-hole levels and also for a second-order coupling of 
the light-hole and splitting-off bands. Finally, the d term 
has no first-order effect at the I’ point and in second-order 
couples the heavy holes to both the light holes and the 
split-off states. 

Before proceeding it is useful to examine the magni- 
tudes of the second-order terms described above. Using the 
parameters in Tables I and II, we calculate that the second- 
order coupling between the light holes and the split-off 
states contributes about 6 meV to the band-gap energy for 
the most strained sample and will not be neglected. The 
leading correction arising from the coupling of the heavy 
holes to the light-holes via the shear term is given by 

d= 

and from the heavy-hole split-off coupling by 

2d2 
x <y 

Here A is the spin-orbit splitting between the split-off and 
light/heavy holes in the unstrained material. For sample 
CE62,S, in which the shear strain is the largest, the second- 
order shear terms contribute less than 2 meV to the heavy- 
hole and light-hole band gaps; for the other samples they 
give less than 1 meV. Since these values are comparable to 
the experimental resolution of the peak positions and the 
energy uncertainties arising from possible errors in the es- 
timation of the Ga concentration, we can safely neglect the 
effect of the shear strain for these samples. Consequently, 
this model predicts first- and second-order energy shifts in 
the optical line positions with the average strain, involving 
the a and b parameters only. Moreover, if the strains are 
determined directly from the x-ray-data and the InP values 
are used for the other material values, there are no free 
parameters within this model for the samples under study. 

The composition dependence of the bulk Ga,In,-,P 
band gap in the low Ga concentration region is defined at 
low temperatures by” 

E,(x) = 1.423+0.77~+0.648~? (eV). (7) 

2 4 6 x 1O-3 

Strain (-E) 

FIG. 6. Strain dependences of the absorption (A,, open triangles; A,, full 
triangles) and PL (Pz, open circles; P3, full circles) energies 
[EJx) --E,Jx,e), E,Jx,e) corrected for the exciton binding energy]. 
Solid lines are the calculations of the strain-dependent terms of the heavy- 
hole ( V,) and light-hole ( V,) band energies from Bqs. (8). 

The strain dependence of the heavy- and light-hole band- 
gap energies at k=O (Ref. 17) can be expressed to second 
order in E in the following form: 

E,(x) -Eh,h(x,~) =2a (F)+br11+$2)4 

@a> 

Es(x) -E’,h(x,~) =2a (?!!$)E+b(c11+$12)E 

+z (c”+$12)2~. (8b) 

In applying Eqs. (8), the parameter values (a, b, A, and 
cij9 are chosen to be those for pure InP and are listed in 
Table II. In our initial analysis we also tried composition- 
weighted averages of the parameters for InP and GaP but, 
within the experimental resolution of the data, this choice 
made no significant difference, due in part to the small 
values of the Ga concentrations and in part to the similar- 
ity of the parameters for the two materials. 

In Fig. 6 we demonstrate the excellent agreement be- 
tween Eqs. (8) and the optical data by plotting the exper- 
imental data as E,(x) -E,,,(x) versus the average strain 
(-E). Here E,(x) is the bulk, relaxed band gap given in 
Es. (7) and &J x is the measured optical energy cor- 1 
rected for exciton effects by assuming a constant exciton 
binding energy of 5 meV. For the lower-energy optical 
absorption transitions in samples CE62S, CE63S, and 
CF86S’, which have the form of an edge absorption rather 
than an excitonic transition, no binding energy correction 
has been added. The error bars in the figure are tixed by the 
uncertainties in calculating the sample composition and 
strain from the x-ray data. The solid lines represent the 
right-hand sides of Eqs. (8) for the heavy-hole (Vi) and 
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light-hole ( V,) bands. Within experimental uncertainty 
these lines pass through the data points with no adjustable 
parameters. 

Several important deductions can be drawn from the 
present analysis. No a priori assumption has been made 
about the origin of the various experimental optical tran- 
sitions. As a result, this analysis clearly identifies the 
lower-energy peaks in both the optical absorption and PL 
spectra as transitions between the light-hole and conduc- 
tion bands; the higher energy peaks arise from transitions 
between the heavy-hole and conduction bands. This assign- 
ment is also in agreement with the relative intensities of the 
absorption transitions since the corresponding optical tran- 
sition matrix element for the heavy-hole transition is a 
factor of 3 greater than that for the light-hole transition. In 
Fig. 6 the light-hole energy clearly varies about three times 
more rapidly with strain than the heavy-hole energy. On 
this basis, nonuniformity of the strain will tend to wash out 
the light-hole transition more rapidly than the heavy-hole 
one. Spectra for the most strained samples are consistent 
with this deduction. Finally, we point out that the low- 
temperature optical absorption and PL are complemen- 
tary, providing mutually consistent data for all samples. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have reported a detailed investigation of the struc- 
tural and optoelectronic properties of GaInP epilayers on 
sulfur-doped InP substrates. These substrates open an op- 
tical absorption window through which we have followed 
the light- and heavy-hole optical absorption in the epilayer 
in the region above the band gap of undoped InP. Signifi- 
cant variations of the optical absorption and PL transitions 
from these two bands are observed as a function of the 
epilayer composition as well as the degree of relaxation of 
the misfit strain (a maximum shift of more than 60 meV 
for light holes and 20 meV for heavy holes is observed). 
Using x-ray measurements to determine the Ga concentra- 
tion and the strains in each of the samples, the strain- 
induced shift of both the PL and absorption positions agree 
remarkably well with the theoretical calculations based on 
the strain Hamiltonian of Pikus and Bir. l6 This agreement 
is all the more remarkable since there are no free parame- 
ters within the model and serves to identify unambiguously 
the transitions observed in the optical absorption and PL 
spectra. 

For these thick films both isotropic and anisotropic 
in-plane strain relaxations are observed. The effect of re- 

* laxation is most noticeable on the optical linewidths and 
intensities where even a very small relaxation results in a 
significant increase of the linewidth and an even more 
rapid drop in the transition intensity. It is noted that these 

characteristics are related to the degree of relaxation and 
not to the composition nor the lattice mismatch as reported 
in Ref. 19. Isotropic in-plane relaxation produces a first- 
order shift of both light- and heavy-hole energies. How- 
ever, anisotropic relaxation generates a shear strain in the 
layer plane which contributes only negligibly to the tran- 
sition energy. 

Finally, we point out that such a complete understand- 
ing of the optical behavior of relatively thick epitaxial lay- 
ers, including isotropic and anisotropic strain relaxation, 
has already proven to be essential for the interpretation of 
optical spectra from the carriers in confined states in 
strained-layer superlattices and multiple quantum wells.2o 
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